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Waste Management

FlexVan height adjustable in two different versions

CB Waste/Linen trolleys

Waste/linen trolleys in stainless steel with a pedal operated 
lid. The waste bag is fixed with a metal frame and is very 
easy to mount and dismount.
The CB trolleys are veri light and agile, and have four wheels 
with rubber bumpers.

Wasty Waste bag holder 

Wasty has a self closing bag holder in easy-to-clean pedal 
operated plastic.
Wasty is available in two different heights, the lowest fits 
under a table. It is also available in a wall mounted version.
The Wasty comes with either two or four wheels and has a 
cleaning friendly plastic base.

FlexVan

The height of the FlexVan is easily adjusted with a built in 
gas spring.
 
The FlexVan is available in two different height intervals to 
ensure best possible height of the working area.

The low model spans from 74-104 cm and gives you the 
possibility to use it while sitting on a chair.

74 - 104 cm

93 - 126 cm

Functional and clever 
solutions for the 
healthcare sector.

About Standard Systemer:
Since 1962, Standard Systemer has been a major supplier to 
the healthcare sector in Denmark. Standard Systemer has a tho-
rough knowledge of all nursing and patient care area.

Standard Systemer is a Danish owned company. We have our 
own production of medication carts (Carevans, Flexvans) and 
treatment and examination beds (Flexcare). We also supply 
documentation systems and plastic products for special projects 
within the sector.

Medicine trolleys



CareVan V10

Medicine trolly with medicine trays and drawers for bot-
tles and other utensils behind a lockable door.
The trolley is available in many different configurations, 
and you can easily add or remove drawers and trays.

Dimensions: 106 x 52 x 57 cm (HxWxD)

CareVan V20

Medicine trolly with medicine trays and drawers for bottles 
and other utensils behind a lockable door. On top of the 
trolley is an integrated lockable laptop drawer.
The trolley is available in many different configurations, 
and you can easily add or remove drawers and trays.

Dimensions: 106 x 74 x 57 cm (HxWxD)

CareVan V30

Large medicine trolly with medicine trays, drawers for bottles and other 
utensils behind a lockable door and a larger drawer on top. Both doors are 
individually lockable. 
The trolley is available in many different configurations, and you can easily 
add or remove drawers and trays.

Dimensions: 106 x 94 x 57 cm (HxWxD)

CareVan Medicine Trolleys

FlexVan

The FlexVan is a light and agile multi-
purpose trolley with an easy-to-clean 
work top that resists all kinds of disin-
fectants. It is available in a low and a 
high version.

Dimensions: Low / High
Height: 74-104 cm / 93-126 cm
Width: 56 cm
Depth: 61 cm

FlexVan Trolleys

FlexVan with laptop drawer

From the outside the laptop drawer 
looks exactly like the regular draw-
er, except it is always secured with 
a lock. Inside the drawer there is 
a swivelling platform with a spe-
cial mouse pad extractable to both 
sides. There are small edges on the 
platform to fixate the laptop.

Dimensions: Low / High
Height: 74-104 cm / 93-126 cm
Width: 56 cm
Depth: 61 cm

FlexVan with drawer

The FlexVan drawer can be divided in 
to several compartmens and can be fit-
ted with a lock if you want to secure 
the contents. 
The inner dimensions of the drawer 
are 39 x 38 x 10 cm

Dimensions: Low / High
Height: 74-104 cm / 93-126 cm
Width: 56 cm
Depth: 61 cm

MediFlexVan

The ISO trays can be divided in to 
smaller compartments to ensure 
an easy and flexible distribution of 
medicine.

As an extra accessory The Medi-
FlexVan can be fitted with a lock-
able door.

Dimensions: Low / High
Height: 74-104 cm / 93-126 cm
Width: 56 cm
Depth: 61 cm

Medicine Trolleys


